
Emerging from COVID-19

A cross-cultural dialogue of global thought leaders to foster holistic wellness and recovery

Social media posts you can share along with your network On LinkedIn, Facebook, 
Instagram & Twitter

Don’t forget to tag our generous partners who have worked with a lot of love & empathy to 
curate this dialogue series

• Indian actor #VivekAnandOberoi, pledges to enable people fighting #cancer and
impacted during #COVID-19 under #EmergingFromCOVID-19 for #holistic
#recovery. In #collaboration with #CPAAIndia, support him by doing your bit,
now. Help #India #emerge stronger. Click here

• Join esteemed diplomats <tag> from across the globe to lay the foundation of a
collaborative movement of #holistic #wellness and #recovery in a world shaken
by the #COVID-19 #pandemic. #Emerging from COVID-19 brings together
eminent personalities from different cultures and walks of life, to ideate, discuss
and propose actions and reforms that trigger and hasten wellness and recovery.
Join them today.

• Just Rs. 1000/- can help a #cancer patient get access to essential food items for
an entire month. There are innumerable children facing harsh realities of the
#pandemic due to comorbidities like #cancer and loss of loved ones. Help them
#emerge stronger, by #amplifying the reach of #EmergingFromCOVID-19. Click
here to extend support

• #SimonFraserUniversity, in #collaboration with #BC-IBN and #PiOTV, has
ventured out to #GiveBack to #India to #enable it #recover #holistically from the
pandemic. Know more about their support to the campaign
#EmergingFromCOVID-19. Click here

• #NeverGrowUp, in #collaboration with #global thought leaders has facilitated a
cross-cultural dialogue to help #India #emerge #holistically from the #pandemic.
Support them in spreading the word about #EmergingFromCOVID-19 and get
more people to tune into the episodes to get insights about shared realities
across the world. Click here

https://cancer.org.in/donate/
http://www.impresario-global.com/
https://cancer.org.in/donate/
http://www.impresario-global.com/


• Let us join hands to spread some #positive cheer around us, #collaboratively to
enable a world, shaken from the pandemic, along with #EmergingFromCOVID-
19. Click here to knowmore

• Shout out to all the people with #empathy and #love for fellow beings, at the core
of their soul. Join #EmergingFromCOVID-19 to amplify the #global movement on
#holistic #wellness and #recovery, from #COVID-19

• “There are few things more powerful than people united”. #Unite to usher
in #EmergingFromCOVID-19 - a #global cross-cultural #dialogue of thought
#leaders for #holistic #wellness and #recovery from the #pandemic. Spread the
word, now.

• Each one of you can register in lieu of a fee and contribute just Rs.1000/- to
support #people fighting #cancer, to #access meals for an entire month. Join the
movement #EmergingFromCOVID-19 today and support Cancer Patients Aid
Association’s food relief fund that includes essentials, staples and beverages.
Click here to donate.
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Campaign specific Partner specific Generic

#EmergingFromCOVID-
19
#emerge
#holistic
#wellness
#recovery
#global
#dialogue
#leaders
#movement
#change
#culture
#wellbeing
#collaboration
#india

#ImpresarioGlobal
#BC-IBN
#PiOTV
#SFU
#NGU
#SPRD
#CPAAIndia
#VivekOberoi

#support
#donate
#pandemic
#children
#cancer
#love
#empathy
#mentalwellbeing
#life
#health
#yoga
#mentalhealth
#happy
#Women
#world
#impact
#healthcare
#stories
#UN

Hashtags you can use in personalized messages:
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Partner LinkedIn Instagram Facebook Twitter

Simon Fraser 
University

https://www.linkedin.
com/school/simon-
fraser-university/

@Simonfraseru @simonfraseruniversit
y

@SFU

BC-IBN https://www.linkedin.
com/company/bcibn/

@BCIBN @BC_IBN

Never Grow Up https://www.linkedin.
com/company/never-
grow-
up/mycompany/

@theunofficialvibe @Happyness
AtWork

Cancer Patients Aid 
Association

https://www.linkedin.
com/company/cancer
-patients-aid-
association-mumbai-/

@CPAAIndia @CPAAIndia @CPAAIndia

PiO TV https://www.linkedin.
com/in/munishmaxgu
pta/

@IndianDiasporaTV @moviegupta

I.M https://www.linkedin.
com/company/impre
sario-global

@impresarioglobal @impresarioglobal

Vivek Anand Oberoi @VivekOberoi

Partner social media handles:

Respectfully,

Anubhuti Sharma
Founder
Impresario Global


